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T his article began with my discovery, in the facsimiles of the Harvard Notebooks published in 1987 by Christopher Ricks and Aidan Day, of one Notebook, Number 4 (ms Eng 952, original page size 5 l/2 inches by 3 inches), devoted largely to a collection of forty-one Lincolnshire nursery rhymes, every one copied out painstakingly in Tennyson's own cramped hand-although, interestingly, that hand here relaxes and the writing becomes larger: perhaps the writer can be more expansive when copying words not his own. The Notebook is inscribed "A.Tennyson Esq. Trinity College Cambridge" and can therefore be dated from Tennyson's time at the university between November 1827 and February 1831, when, hearing that his father was dying in Lincolnshire, he returned home without a degree. Ricks and Day in their Introduction merely refer to the nursery rhymes in passing as a "delightful collection" and I have been unable to track down any sustained consideration of their significance, despite the increasing academic interest in nineteenth-century studies in the subject of childhood. The nursery-rhyme collection seemed to me to be unusual enough to merit careful examination; this led me to consider the place of childhood in Tennyson's mature poetry and to revisit W. H. Auden's famous condemnation of him as "the Poet of the Nursery." 2 Might there be positive things to be said about "the Nursery" and, by extension, about the notion of "the childhood home" beyond the usual blanket dismissal of this aspect of Tennyson's work as merely sentimental? The late Sally Ledger has shown how much we miss of Charles Dickens' work if we avert our gaze fastidiously from its melodramatic and sentimental aspects.
3 She has argued persuasively that Dickens uses the melodramatic and sentimental traditions as a means of addressing his deepest concerns. Might a study of similar aspects of Tennyson yield similar results?
In this article I want to look first brief ly at Tennyson's own "childlike"qualities as a man, considering them in relation to the mid-Victorian cult of the child, then to consider the Heideggerian terms, "heimlich" and "unheimlich," as a context within which to read, first, the nursery rhymes themselves, and then Tennyson's own "poetry of childhood," focusing on the lyrics he added to The Princess. I will suggest that, throughout his work, there are elements of Tennyson's "sentimentality" which can profitably be re-read in terms of the unheimlich and of the schema of the nursery rhyme.
I
Auden's unflattering phrase, "the Poet of the Nursery" applied biographically rather than poetically, does have a certain rightness. As a child himself, Tennyson As a parent the evidence suggests that he enjoyed childhood all over again through his sons. He was a very unVictorian and indulgent father to two boys who were, it seems, seldom disciplined and who were kept at home much longer than other boys of their generation and class, often dressed in lace collared outfits anticipating Little Lord Fauntleroy. As a grandfather, his love of childhood remained, as Allingham records in his account of a visit to Aldworth on September 8, 1884:
In the drawing-room we find Lady Tennyson-then T. comes in. His two little grandsons run in. Tennyson went to his bedroom and returned with a soap-dish and piece of soap, which he rubbed into a lather, and proceeded to blow bubbles, himself much delighted with the little crystal worlds and their prismatic tints. . . . The children jumped and laughed, and we fanned the bubbles to the ceiling and watched them burst in various parts of the room. Then T., inverting his pipe, blew up a magic cluster of diamond domes on the saucer, which rolled over and wetted his knees, till we put a newspaper to save him. Next he took his trusty tobacco pipe, lighted it, and blew opaque bubbles which burst with a tiny puff of smoke, like shells over a besieged fortress. (William Allingham's Diary, p. 331) So much for Tennyson the man. As a writer, however, unlike his predecessor as Poet Laureate, William Wordsworth, Tennyson does not appear to be in any major sense a "poet of childhood." Childhood and home seem on the surface to occur in his work, not as part of any larger philosophical system but merely as adjuncts of Victorian respectability. In Lyric 79 of In Memoriam, for example, he addresses his brother Charles, and recalls their shared childhood:
At one dear knee we proffered vows, One lesson from one book we learned, Ere childhood's flaxen ringlet turned To black and brown on kindred brows.
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Part of this emotional configuration too was a love for his mother which he could touchingly express in the simplest terms. To the clergyman presiding at her funeral he said, "She was the beautifullest thing God Almighty ever did make." God has given us each our own Paradise, our own old childhood, over which the old glories linger-to which our own hearts cling, as all we have ever known of Heaven upon earth. And there, as all earth's weary wayfarers turn back their toil-jaded eyes. . . . [They] turn back in thought, at least, to that old time of peace-that village church-that child-faith-which, once lost, is never gained again-strange mystery-is never gained again-with sad and weary longing! (p. 106)
The configuration of childhood, home, motherhood and untroubled Christian faith is one familiar to us from much mid-Victorian literature. It derives, as Peter Coveney admirably demonstrated in The Image of Childhood from the earlier cult of the "Romantic child." 8 W. E. Houghton in The Victorian Frame of Mind (1957) sets the pattern of the mid-twentieth century's casual dismissal of its significance when he refers in passing to the way in which "the Romantic cult of childhood and nature could be utilized by a frightened Victorian"(my italics). 9 This is very much the tone of Auden's reference to "the poet of the Nursery." Only since the end of the last century have more culturally sensitive approaches become evident. Herbert F. Tucker has identified "Tennyson's continuing ambition to absorb and reproduce the domestic spirit of the age" as conforming to "current tastes in poetry that validated the domestic scenario." 10 Tess Cosslett, Hugh Cunningham, Sally Shuttleworth and others have gone on to examine the Romantic and Victorian Child in a cultural context from which a more dispassionate assessment can be made of what had previously been dismissed as "mere sentimentality."
11 Twenty-first century critics seem at last to have become aware that what is at issue is a cluster of values which patently mattered a great deal to a great many serious nineteenth century writers.
II
At this point I want to turn to terms familiar from the recent work of Roger Ebbatson and others, concepts used initially by Sigmund Freud and later by Martin Heidegger. "Heim" in German is a home or dwelling-place which is at the root of that untranslatable word, "Heimat"-home-town, homeland but something more, to do with rootedness, loyalty to a locality. "Heimisch"originally meant "belonging to the house" but now means "indigenous, local, native" and also "familiar, at home." "Heimlich" once shared that meaning, but picked up the notion of privacy in the home and has come to mean "secret," "hidden"; "unheimlich," strictly "not belonging to the home," is used by Freud and by Heidegger to mean "eerie, sinister, uncanny." 12 Both the nursery rhymes which so fascinated him, and some of Tennyson's most important poetry, seem to me to be about the unheimlich behind or within the Heimisch.
1) Heimat-The Domestic Space
Heimat is carefully delineated, famously in reference to the "domestic space" of Tennyson's own childhood at Somersby: "the seven elms, the poplars four / That stand beside my father's door" ("Ode to Memory," ll. 56-57). As he prepared to leave Somersby to return to Cambridge in 1828, in the same period in which he was collecting the nursery rhymes, Tennyson wrote his poem, "Home," which could serve neatly as an illustration of Heidegger's notion of Heimat: The biblical echoes of "Nor height, nor depth, nor any other creatures, shall be able to separate us from the love of God" (Romans 8.39) reveal the elevation of domesticity to quasi-religious status. Matthew Rowlinson has pointed out that "different kinds of enclosed space are a recurring motif in Tennyson's early poetry." 13 The poem so despised by J. W. Croker, "Oh Darling Room,"is another domestic space, idealized and simplified. In "The Two Voices" it is the structured enclosed space of the domestic unit, the Heimisch, which finally silences the troubling, suicidal voice:
One walked between his wife and child, With measured footfall firm and mild, And now and then he gravely smiled. The unheimlich is there too of course in "Mariana" itself, in the "shriek" of the mouse in the wainscot, the "shadow of the poplar" falling across her bed. It is there, more recognizably in the form of Dr. Tennyson, in the agonized cry of the "Sailor Boy" lyric from The Princess-"My father raves of death and wreck, / They are all to blame, they are all to blame" (ll. [19] [20] . As he was copying out the nursery rhymes, Tennyson was absorbed in coping with the family's troubles with their father. On January 20, 1828, Dr. Tennyson returned to Somersby from one of his lonely continental journeys. Frederick, Charles, and Alfred left for Cambridge just in time to avoid his return. Alfred was back at Somersby that Easter and at the center of a domestic tragedy when the cook set fire to her dress and died of burns at the Rectory. Local people blamed Dr Tennyson. Alfred seems to have been forced to shoulder considerable responsibility: it was he who wrote to his grandfather on behalf of his father to tell him the news. In the following February, Dr. Tennyson physically threatened his eldest son, Frederick, driving him away from home. By March, the troubled cleric's whole family had fled from him, his wife and younger children finding refuge in Louth.
III
It is in this context, of a dying servant and an abusive father, that Tennyson seems to have copied out the rhymes. The young Tennyson copies all forty-one down in a scholarly way, with variants exhaustively listed at the foot of each. There are ticks above many of them, perhaps suggesting that these have been in some way authenticated or that they are rhymes he himself already knows. One is attributed to "A Sheffieldman." The sources of the others can only be guessed at. They turn out not to be "delightful" in the sentimental sense at all. Of the forty, nine or ten are the expected old favorites, albeit with Lincolnshire colouring ("plumbread"-a Lincolnshire delicacy-instead of "plumcake" in "The Lion and the Unicorn" for example). Others are deeply troubling rhymes in which Alfred would have found the unheimlich everywhere. This is very much a pre-Victorian collection, before the sentimentalizing of childhood. Peter and Iona Opie have described vividly how for centuries "unrelated snatches of worldly songs, adult jests, lampoons, proverbial maxims, charms and country ballads" made their way into nursery lore.
14 There are few evocations in Tennyson's collection of home as a place of peace. Even in the traditional "Hushaby, lullaby on ye treetop," there is the prophecy of imminent disaster: "And down comes baby & cradle an' all"; there are dysfunctional families-notably "the old Woman who lived in a Shoe" who "had so many bairns she didn't know what to do." Her solution is corporal punishment and early nights: "She spanked all their bottoms / And sent them to bed." This is far from the idealized figure of motherhood in later, Victorian culture. Female figures in these rhymes are not prettified. There is instead a ribaldry and a carnivalesque energy, which seem to descend directly from the medieval Mystery Plays, in which Death and the Devil are traduced and assaulted by profane laughter. "Take out that Southern tooth / And set in a turd!" observes one of the Shepherds to Mak the Sheepstealer in the Second Shepherds' Play of the Towneley Cycle. 15 The "old Woman in the Shoe," attempting to assert decorum in the face of Death by going "upstairs / to ring the bell," is confounded and overthrown by a similarly anarchic linguistic energy:
She went to the baker's To buy them some bread And when she came back She found them all dead She went to the joiner's To ask for a coffin And when she came back She found them all laughing She went upstairs To ring the bell She let a ___ and down she fell.
Presumably the young Tennyson could not bring himself, even in the privacy of his own notebook, to write the word "fart." It is worth noting, however, that the bowdlerizing of his personality undertaken by his son, Hallam, in preparing the two-volume Memoir (1897) involved the excision of several references in the recollections of his friends to what seems to have been a still earthy sense of humor. 16 It is possible that the linguistic fastidiousness of the Notebook is that of the earnest young student rather than of the older poet. Certainly this early collection suggests a significant, if unintegrated, "folk" element in Tennyson's imagination which it is easy to miss in reading the major poems.
As he transcribed the rhymes, Tennyson would have encountered another old woman treated with even greater scatological relish :
There was an old woman of Idomdee And out of her bottom there grew a plumtree But none of her friends would touch of the fruit Because it came out of a stinking root.
By the time James Orchard Halliwell was collecting his Nursery Rhymes of England, 17 two decades later, that old woman had been thoroughly sanitized. There are several old women in his fourth edition of 1847, but only one who might conceivably have begun life as the lady of Idomdee, in that she is still characterized by her (now pleasant) smell:
There was an old woman And she sold puddings and pies: She went to the mill, And the dust flew in her eyes; Hot pies and cold pies to sell! Wherever she goes, You may follow her by the smell. (p. 95)
The shocking misogyny of the earlier Lincolnshire rhyme may possibly suggest both menstruation and a post-Swiftian "excremental vision." Certainly it has a rawness which may be linked both to the pre-Victorian date of its collection and to its provinciality. It is worth remembering that, when Tennyson went up to Cambridge in 1829, his sophisticated Apostle friends affected to believe that there was no such place as "Lincolnshire"! Sexuality is everywhere in the collected rhymes, often moving in and out of disguise in the course of a verse, so that the phallic "hobby-horse" in the next example begins as a toy but transforms itself by the end of the verse into a very human philanderer:
I had a little hobbyhorse The size of my thumb I saddled it and bridled it And gave it a drum I seat it in the garden And pick a bit o'sage It hopped into the kitchen And kissed the pretty maids.
Similarly, the "little brangel cow" below suggests at first simply what a woman can earn by her own efforts. The latent sexual content (a woman's body being, after all, her most valuable commodity) only emerges in the last two lines, with the attempted unlacing of the "gown o'silk" by "saucy Jack": These rhymes are not those learnt "officially" at the middle-class mother's knee: these are the voices, surely, of the Somersby servants, the energy emerging anarchically from "below stairs"-a place in turmoil in 1829-1830 with the awful death of the cook. Very few of the rhymes occur, in these cruder versions, even in the Opies's Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes (1951). One particular variant copied out by the young Tennyson neatly subverts both the "official" version of the rhyme and the class system itself. The usual version, recorded by the Opies, is: This is the way the ladies ride, Nimble, nimble nimble, nimble; This is the way the gentlemen ride, A gallop a trot, a gallop a trot; This is the way the farmers ride, Jiggety jog, jiggety jog.
Tennyson's source revises and indeed reverses the social hierarchy, giving power to those "below-stairs." The promotion of "servants" over "farmers," is a particularly bold gesture against a very visible source of authority in an agricultural county like Lincolnshire; it is accompanied by an almost literal kicking over of the traces, as the jog-trot pace of the comfortable farmer becomes the servants' revolutionary "gallop, gallop, gallop": This is the way the ladies ride, nim, nim, nim This is the way the gentlemen ride, trot, trot, trot This is the way the servants ride, gallop, gallop, gallop. (My italics) When he did attempt, in the Dialect Poems, to accommodate the linguistic energy of the "folk," it is perhaps significant that Tennyson did not return to the servants' quarters but merely reinstated the farmer on his "jiggetyjog" cob, in a rhythm which, despite itself, is more a safe dactylic trot than a canter: "Dosn't thou 'ear my 'erse's legs, as they canters awaäy? / Proputty, proputty, proputty -that's what I 'ears them saäy." ("The Northern Farmer, New Style," ll. 1-2).
The contribution by the "Sheffieldman" to the Rhymes collection must have moved Tennyson particularly:
Come home, father, come home Come home, father, come home Bring baby a spice cake And pussy a boulderstone +pavingstone cobblestone
What begins as a simple plea from an abandoned family is darkened in line four by the sinister "gift" to the kitten. Perhaps there is the suggestion that the innocent creature must be ruthlessly drowned, as the price of the father's return. The longed-for yet feared re-entry of a dangerous, unheimlich father to the cosy heimisch world of babies and spice cake was one which the young Tennyson knew well and which he struggled to express in "Isabel" (Poems 1830) in terms of the difference between the worlds of his father and of his gentle mother ("a clear stream flowing with a muddy one" and coping with "the vexed eddies of its wayward brother" (ll. 30, 33) . In "Supposed Confessions of a Second-Rate Sensitive Mind," written roughly at the same time as he was copying out the rhymes, his struggle to express the threat to home is more agonized. 'What Devil had the heart to scathe / Flowers thou hadst reared?" (ll. 83-84) asks the troubled speaker of his (dead) mother. The self-consciously literary register of "Supposed Confessions," however, does not convey, even in 190 lines, the estrangement so easily captured by the nursery rhyme in four. On the page following the rhymes, there is a single sentence-in the smaller, more cramped, hand Tennyson used for his own thoughts-in which he seems to be reflecting upon what the copying-out of the rhymes has taught him-about the "folk" world and perhaps about himself: "how often in one mind" he writes, "co-exist extremes of profaneness and refinement." There may be a degree of (unacknowledged?) self-accusation here. Both in appearance and in the quality of his poetic imagination, he shared more with George Clayton Tennyson than his brothers did: the unintegrated "profaneness" of the folk tradition may well have been linked in his mind with the unintegrated violence within his father's complex personality, a father with whom, despite himself, he seems to have identified. It was not, then, after all, sweetness or sentimentality which Tennyson gained from these rhymes-it was an expression of the fear that must have haunted his childhood, and those of his siblings, of the imminent destruction of that "safe space" of childhood and of home by adult sexuality and aggression. These rhymes are not after all about idealized nineteenth-century, middle-class childhood: they are poems which gave Tennyson access, at a particularly anguished time in the life of his family, to his own conflicted emotions about home.
IV
The discovery of Tennyson's early fascination with folk culture could be dismissed, of course, as being of only biographical interest: certainly the wild, distinctly unheimlich quality of these pre-Victorian rhymes is, according to traditional readings like Auden's, signally absent from Tennyson's own later unremittingly "sentimental" poetry of childhood. I would like, however, to offer a revaluation of these poems and, by implication, of some of the major later works, beginning with a re-reading of the interpolated lyrics of The Princess (1847). There are seven songs, which were added to the poem for the third edition, two years after its first publication. On April 2, 1849, Tennyson read to Palgrave "certain songs which he thought he might do well to place between the sections." He commented:
The child is the link through the parts, as shown in the Songs (inserted 1850) which are the best interpreters of the poem. . . . Before the first edition came out, I deliberated with myself whether I should put songs between the separate divisions of the poem; again I thought that the poem would explain itself, but the public did not see the drift. All were intended to emphasize one of the poem's main themes: the importance of the child as a figure of reconciliation. The first function of the child for Tennyson, then, seems to have been redemptive, just as "home" the Heimat, within which the child is contained and which he comes to represent, had also begun, in the early Victorian period, to be read as redemptive. "The Losing of the Child," the first of the rejected lyrics, was glossed by Tennyson in old age thus: "The child is sitting on the bank of the river and playing with flowers; a flood comes down; a dam has been broken through-the child is borne down by the flood; the whole village distracted; after a time the flood has subsided; the child is thrown safe and sound again upon the bank; and there is a chorus of jubilant women" (Ricks, 2:299). The loss is envisaged here in typically Lincolnshire terms as the breeching of flood defences. The imagery is therefore from his own childhood, which suggests perhaps a direct personal involvement. Certainly Tennyson seems to have regretted his rejection of the poem: in an unusually long letter to the Canadian publisher S. E. Dawson (November 21, 1882) he writes:
You would be still more certain that the child was the true heroine [of The Princess] if instead of the first song as it now stands, 'As through the land at eve we went', I had printed the first song which I wrote, 'The Losing of the Child.' (Barton, p. 490) Anna Barton has written incisively about this poem, though she describes "finding and reading this mythologised lyric . . . a disappointing experience" (p. 490). I find it not so much disappointing as deeply mysterious. There is a refusal to explain in rational adult terms, a positive resistance to explication, which recalls recent critical assessments of Tennyson's dialect poems. It needs to be read, I think, in terms of the schema of the nursery rhyme, returning to Heidegger's distinction between the heimlich and the unheimlich. Tennyson has captured exactly that uncanny emotional detachment, that iambic insistence, that incantatory magic, which make these rhymes so unsettling an experience for a rational adult reader. "Home'"represented by the child is temporarily overwhelmed by the estranging waters, the unheimlich. The rhythms and phrases from yet another nursery rhyme, "The Queen of Hearts, She Made Some Tarts" haunt the poem. This was not one of the forty-one transcribed rhymes but was included in Halliwell's 1842 Nursery Rhymes of England and in all subsequent editions and was very much present, according to the Opies, in early nineteenth century children's literature. It too describes the temporary overturning of safety and the social structure by an incursion of disruptive energy (this time, alarmingly, from within the family) which (within a single verse!) is controlled and contained: Here is Tennyson's transformation of that narrative and rhythmic structure, with the child replacing the tarts as the stolen object. The result, both in the original rhyme and in Tennyson's lyric, is the collapse of the whole family system.
The child was sitting on the bank Upon a stormy day. He loved the river's roaring sound; The river rose and burst his bound, Flooded fifty leagues around, Took the child from off the ground, And bore the child away.
O the child so meek and wise, Who made us wise and mild! All was strife at home about him, Nothing could be done without him; Father, mother, sister, brother, All accusing one another; O to lose the child!
The river left the child unhurt, But far within the wild. Then we brought him home again, Peace and order come again, The river sought his bound again, The child was lost and found again, And we will keep the child. ("The Losing of the Child," ll. 1-21))
The Northern folk song "Bonny at Morn" describes exactly, and with equally touching naivety, such a collapse of the family in the absence or loss of a child. 19 The poem represents a new voice, an unofficial "folk" voice, rare in Tennyson. Barton sums up "The Losing of the Child" as "an obsessively repeated inscription of anxiety, which, in its inarticulacy, might be characterised as at once childish, lyrical and Tennysonian" (p. 491). It is possible to argue quite the opposite position: that this poem is not at all "Tennysonian"-not the individualized voice of a Poet Laureate at all but an attempt to reach back to the anonymity of folk poetry, a boundless, authorless place where there is freedom to explore both the breaking and the reinstating of social bounds. Inarticulacy is part of the point, as it is in ballads: the gaps and silences are where the power of the works lies. It is true that there is an anticipation of such an idea in the "official" poetry, in Lyric 54 of In Memoriam, but only at the point in that poem at which the adult poetic voice cedes its own authority: what am I? An infant crying in the night:
The poet as "infant"-"without language"-suggests the paradox of a Tennyson who worshipped Virgil as "lord of language" but was drawn himself towards inarticulacy and was brave enough on rare occasions to explore the possibility of verbal disempowerment. "Losing the Child" is itself a wonderfully rich and polysemic title, acquiring extra resonance for twenty-first century readers in its anticipation of Jung and "the Inner Child." (The biographical evidence suggests, as I have shown, that Tennyson himself was never in danger of "losing the (Inner) Child.") There may also be an echo of the Christian notion that salvation itself is dependant upon "becoming as a little child." In "Losing the Child" both the individual and society itself lose what turns out to have been the great principle of cohesion and order. Dickens' eponymous Oliver Twist occupies a similar place in the structure of the 1837 novel: he, too, is not a center of consciousness, a "character," but rather a psychological and socio-political function. Like Dickens, Tennyson sends a child protagonist out into the darkness of the unheimlich before bringing him safely home again, to reinforce the power of the Heimat through his presence. There is an effortful closure in that insistent last line: "And we will keep the child." The implication is that the forces of disruption are merely in abeyance and that security, physical and emotional, demands active policing.
The song Tennyson chose to include in The Princess instead of "Losing the Child" was:
As through the land at eve we went, And plucked the ripened ears, We fell out, my wife and I, O we fell out I know not why, And kissed again with tears. And blessings on the falling out That all the more endears, When we fall out with those we love And kiss again with tears! For when we came where lies the child We lost in other years, There above the little grave, O there above the little grave, We kissed again with tears.
(I ∧ II.1-14)
Here, more obviously, the child (in this case a dead child) is associated, as it had been in the earlier exercise in pastoral, "Dora" (written 1835), with fertility and continuity. The child in "Dora" is put in the harvest field, his hat covered in flowers, to win over his estranged grandfather's heart. The old man's heart is indeed softened and a domestic idyll ensues, in a poem which seems to anticipate George Eliot's later exploration of pastoral in Silas Marner (1861). In the lyric from The Princess, this redemptive power is enhanced, not diminished, by death. What Kirstie Blair, writing of In Memoriam, has called its "curative property" is made evident in Tennyson's "child poetry," as in Dickens, by a rush of tears. 20 Tennyson returns to this motif in another of the adopted lyrics, "Home they brought her warrior dead":
Home they brought her warrior dead:
She nor swooned, nor uttered cry: All her maidens, watching, said, 'She must weep or she will die.'
Then they praised him, soft and low, Called him worthy to be loved, Truest friend and noblest foe;
Yet she neither spoke nor moved.
Stole a maiden from her place, Lightly to the warrior stept, Took the face-cloth from the face;
Yet she neither moved nor wept.
Rose a nurse of ninety years, Set his child upon her kneeLike summer tempests came her tears-'Sweet my child, I live for thee.' (V ∧ VI. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Childhood for Tennyson is often used, then, as a solvent, to melt the hardened heart, in what Fred Kaplan, writing about Dickens, has called "Sacred Tears." 21 This is the central movement of the sentimentalist tradition, a rhetoric of intensification leading to a moment of catharsis, and has been at the heart of what might well be termed "sentimental writing" since Jason's weeping for his dead children in Euripides's Medea. At the end of that play a conventional chorus is added, as if to limit the emotional damage and to re-inscribe the threatened social and psychological boundaries. Reinscription of the boundaries between home and abroad (the oikos and the polis of Greek Tragedy) after a temporary and dangerous collapse of those distinctions, seems to be an important feature of sentimental writing. Jason's weeping is actually experienced by Euripides as a challenge to, rather than a reinforcement of, the norms of society: similarly, in "Home they brought her warrior dead," the child subversively liberates the woman from her enslavement to the memory of the dead man and offers her a different future.
The importance of gender politics at the heart of The Princess has obscured the importance of the sentimentalized child to Tennyson. Some feminist readings have found the figure of the child relevant only in so far as it is subsumed into the female figure-as evidence of the disempowering, the infantilizing, of the female in a patriarchal society. The fact that the actual child, Aglaia, is a girl encourages this reading, though there has been increasing recognition that the mid-nineteenth-century child was generally read as "ungendered." (The German language recognizes this in using the neuter for "das Kind"-as does sixteenth-century English, in Shakespeare's frequent use of "it" for children.) It seems time to rescue the child from being "colonized" as it were, in this way, by readings concentrating on adults. I agree with Barton, that it is time to "look beyond the gender questions that continue to be batted back and forth amongst Tennyson's critics and to offer the figure of the child as an alternative and more powerful cultural, aesthetic and professional stimulus to Tennyson's poem" (Barton, p. 500). The innocent-seeming lyrics from The Princess, both the seven which were included and the six which were rejected, emerge then as a key to a major strand of the poem's meaning, working unofficially against and within the blank verse. Here is the vastness of water once again set against the small safety of home, in a miniature world, picked up by Lewis Carroll perhaps in his treaclewell story in Alice. The shell (which appears again in Maud), like the "flower in the crannied wall," refuses to open up to hermeneutics. The power of these interpolated songs, as of the nursery rhymes for Tennyson is their embodiment of what is private, heimlich, exposed to but refusing to open up to, the "great sea" of the adult world. As Roger Ebbatson says (in an unpublished paper) of the Dialect poetry, "its baffling secrecy and non-communicative status stands opposed to the reification of modernity, remaining 'uncanny' in its refusal to transmit meaning." 22 Unexpectedly, in their very un-literariness, at the heart of such an immensely literary, tradition-freighted blank verse poem, the thirteen songs are, like nursery rhymes themselves, both linguistically and politically subversive.
What Ricks and Day call Tennyson's "delightful" 1829 collection of nursery rhymes seems, therefore, to be in an unexpectedly powerful and complex dialogue with the later poems. This should be no surprise, since we have known since Freud that there is a dark side to nursery rhymes-indeed, they have been recognized for centuries as potentially dangerous. As Peter and Iona Opie put it: "Because of their nonsense, or the sadistic tendencies some of the rhymes are alleged to arouse in children, there have been several attempts to suppress or alter them"-one in the early nineteenth century by the redoubtable Sarah Trimmer. As late as 1952, a nursery rhyme reformer, Geoffrey Handley-Taylor, quoted by Nicholas Tucker in The Child and the Book (1981), classified at least 100 nursery rhymes as containing "unsavoury elements":
These include eight allusions to murder (unclassified), twenty-three cases of physical violence (unclassified), down to three cases of death by drowning, one case of death by devouring, and one case of scorning prayer.' More generally, 'Expressions of fear, weeping, moans of anguish, biting, pain and evidence of supreme selfishness may be found on almost every page.
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Such a response may be excessive, but a quieter though deadlier form of subversion is graphically represented by one originally unnamed "child" lyric rejected for The Princess. Here the ideology of domesticity officially subscribed to by that poem is radically and memorably critiqued in the last two, alarmingly dark, stanzas, where Tennyson's "unofficial" voice reverses the official poetic drift:
He rose at dawn and, fired with hope, Shot o'er the seething harbour-bar, And reached the ship and caught the rope, And whistled to the morning star. Tennyson is using "scrawl"as "the young of the dog crab," as in James Orchard Halliwell's Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words (1847)-so it seems extremely likely that while writing The Princess he had encountered Halliwell's other more popular work, the Nursery Rhymes of England, which reached its fourth edition in 1847. Despite its rawness, this minor lyric is in dialogue with many of the major poems-with "the fisherman's boy" in "Break, Break, Break," with the drowned body in In Memoriam whose "hands so often clasped in mine / [tossed] with tangle and with shells" (10.19-10)-and even more unexpectedly, with "Crossing the Bar." The bar image here, is a direct anticipation of that in the later poem. It is a young man's image-"He rose at dawn and, fired with hope, / Shot o'er the seething harbour-bar." "Seething" with life, this bar must be crossed by the boy on his way to manhood, just as the later bar must be crossed by the old speaker on his way to death. Here is the early germination of the image of the bar in Tennyson's imagination as a rite of passage. A much later poem, "To Ulysses," published in 1889, casts light back on Tennyson's close identification with the passionate emotions of the earlier boy figure, as he imagines himself (now an old man) "chained"at home in much the same way:
I, once half-crazed for larger light On broader zones beyond the foam, But chaining fancy now at home Among the quarried downs of Wight. (ll. 29-32; my italics)
On its publication in 1861, Tennyson domesticated this unsettling poem by giving it a nursery rhyme character for its title, "The Sailor Boy" (Ricks, 2:300). With its simple child-song structure and its subversive pre-Freudian message about every child's conflicted emotions about home, it opens up a new way of seeing the "child" poems: not as sentimental after all but rather as places, like nursery rhymes themselves, where the desperate emotions of love, but also of fear and hate, engendered by "home" can be expressed.
Conclusion
I would like to end this very preliminary exploration by returning to Heidegger. According to Ebbatson, "Language for Heidegger must be understood as the language of Heimat. This language, though, is a regionally specific one, in other words, a Dialect." Heidegger thinks of dialect as an "imaginative poetic reversion to a primal homeland, the Heideggerian Heimat which acts as 'the mother of language.'" If Heidegger is right, then the studying, collecting, copying out the Lincolnshire nursery rhymes must have been for Tennyson in several important senses a "coming home." Martin Heidegger, unlike Tennyson, did return home to his own small South German town of Messkirch and was buried in the churchyard there beside his parents. Tennyson famously left Lincolnshire in 1837 and rarely returned. His emotions about childhood and home remained conflicted and found perfect expression in the nursery rhymes he copied out as a young man. The publication in 1847, while he was working on the Child Lyrics of The Princess, of the fourth edition of Halliwell's Nursery Rhymes of England must surely have prompted him to recall the collection he had made in his student days. The "secrecy and non-communicative status" of the lyrics for The Princess may profitably be understood and read in terms of the schema of the nursery thyme. Like the dialect poems, the nursery rhymes, both those Tennyson copied out and his own attempts in the genre, remain "uncanny," unheimlich, in their secrecy, their refusal to open up to explication. I believe that a more extensive rereading of Tennyson's work would reveal that this mixture of the sentimental and the unheimlich is evident not only in The Princess but in other major poems (perhaps most notably in Enoch Arden), with a characteristically sentimental presentation of childhood undercut and darkened by a sense of the precariousness of domesticity and the problematics of home. 
